The consolidation of automation in the process industry has brought a challenge: translate the large volume of data in useful information. The algorithms for plant data compression emerge as an alternative to reduce the space demanded by such information. On the other hand, they should preserve the important features that data hold. PI™ (Plant Information, OSIsoft ® ) is a virtual tool structured to automate the collection, historization and displaying data of companies. Nevertheless, the efficiency of the compression algorithm used in this system is often not satisfactory, because of poor tuning. This paper presents two methodologies to automate the tuning of process parameters for data compression of PI™, based on a representative dataset extracted from the measurements. The applicability of the proposed techniques is corroborated by several case studies.
INTRODUCTION
The technological progress of digital systems and industrial instrumentation, in recent decades, allowed the automated operation of most chemical processes plants. However, the large amount of variables from a variety kind of sensors increases its storage costs. Also, the efficient storage speed up time of data transfer in decentralized processes, besides their retrieval allows the statistical monitoring of the production, failure diagnosis, model validation and identification. Thus data must be stored with minimal space requirements and no significant distortions of their main features. These objectives could be achieved with data compression techniques.
There are two main classes of data compression algorithms, namely (Souza et al., 2005) :
 lossless of information: compression is based on redundancy identification, and data are fully reconstructed in decompressing procedure;
 lossy of information: compression discards redundancies which are not recovered in decompressing procedure. In this class rise up compression algorithms of chemical process signals, standing out the piecewise algorithms and the wavelet transform.
The Plant Information (PI™) from OSIsoft ® is a tool based on Client/Server structure present in many process industries, accountable for management of the information captured in the industrial field. Data compression at the PI System™ is essentially made in two stages: the exception test, performed at the system Interface, and the compression test, acting in the Server. In the last one, the Swinging Door algorithm
SDA is a variant of traditional piecewise which reconstruction of historized data is made by line segments (Watson et al., 1998; Alsmeyer, 2006) . Despite its relative success in the industry, this algorithm in practice does not show satisfactory results, mainly due the scarcity of procedures to tune its parameters. Some commercial tools are developed to tuning the parameters of the PI System™. Exele's PI Tuning Tools (EXELE Information Systems Inc.) allows the user to identify the tags that have the most archive events and collect raw data from these tags, plotting and analyzing the raw data versus compressed data using various compressions deviations settings. Another tool was developed by Pattern Discovery Technologies Inc., called CompressionInsight™, which recommends compression values through statistical and optimization algorithms.
In this work are presented two systematic approaches to tune the main rule parameters of PI System™. They are based on location of points in the raw signal properly chosen by the user, from a representative window of data. In the first proposed technique, the compression deviation is calculated from these points and those one obtained in the exception test. In the second, an optimization problem is formulated, in which the tuning parameters (exception and compression deviations) are the decision variables. This problem aims to minimize criteria related to the number of recorded information and the data reconstruction error.
The present paper is segmented as follows: in section 2, a brief description of the exception and compression at PI™ is presented. In following section, the strategy to tuning the compression deviation in SDA is described, and in the next one, the approach using an optimization problem is introduced. The section 4 exhibits some results applied to real and artificial signals, and finally conclusions are taken.
DATA COMPRESSION IN THE PI SYSTEM™

Exception Test
The exception test (ET) is performed at the Interface Node, in where data acquisition and temporary history perform. In this test it called "exception" the collected point that lying outside the internal region of the horizontal rectangle showed in Fig.  1 . There are two limits to consider: the exception deviation (ExcDev) and the exception maximum time (ExcMaxTime). When the ExcDev is violated, the exception and the previous sample are sent to the Server (last sent is the new Snapshot).
The ExcDev can be understood as an allowed stationary tolerance. If the data are corrupted only by white noise, for instance, it is reasonable to assume for this parameter values of order of noise standard deviation.
Fig. 1. Exception test: red point represents the last sent;
hollow points are inside limits and will be discarded; the black points are the sent data.
Compression Test
The SDA was originally presented by Bristol (1990) with a distinct conception of that implemented in the PI System™. Fig. 2 shows a schematic representation of how OSI's algorithm works. With values sent by ET, a parallelogram is formed from the last recorded up to the last received (current Snapshot). An event occurs when at least one of the middle points falls out the parallelogram. In this case the previous point is recorded, and the algorithm starts a new cycle from this position. The parameter to be tuned is called compression deviation (CompDev) and corresponds to the half parallelogram width. Commonly another two parameters appear as limits in the compression test (CT): minimum time to compression and maximum time without a compression, but in this work they will be ignored. Fig. 3 shows an example of typical process signal before and after the exception and compression tests (MATLAB ® implementation), with manual tuning of deviations. Fig. 3 . PI compression algorithm applied to a typical process signal (a); in (b) black points are obtained after the exception test and red ones are the result of the compression test. Red line is the reconstructed data.
Thus, an efficient compression depends on choice of some specific criteria. This choice often is not intuitive and is related to each variable. In the next two sections, two systematic approaches to tune the PI compression parameters will be described.
AUTOMATIC TUNING OF THE PI SYSTEM™ DATA COMPRESSION
First method: CompDev tuning
The premise of proposed methods is to take some representative window of the data selecting desired points that user finds to be recorded. In this technique, only the CompDev will be tuned, while for the ExcDev are assumed values between 2% and 3% of total data range in tested windows. In practice, it could be based on noise standard deviation, on a percentage of typical operating range of the variable or the span sensor. The ExcMaxTime is assumed to be infinite.
To elucidate the procedure in CompDev computation, Fig. 4 will be used, according following steps:
I) Take the points that user wants to be recorded, like red points 1 and 2; II) From the points after ET, find the one that is closer to the point 2 (called point P); III) Locate point S: is the next point approved by ET after P. Make a parallelogram from point 1 up to point S with width equal to greatest distance between the parallelogram center and intermediary ET points. This is the 
.,n).
In step I the points can be rapidly selected by inspection, just choosing their location on the window. The algorithm locates the points of the real data nearest from those to do the procedure.
Second method: tuning by optimization
In this technique, an optimization problem is formulated in which the following objective function is minimized:
where:
N C : number of points pre-chosen by the user; N PI : number of points recorded by the PI algorithm; y iC : data linearly interpolated with pre-chosen user points; y iP : data linearly interpolated with PI algorithm points; mse: mean squared error; γ 1 : weight for number of points difference; γ 2 : weight for mean squared error between interpolations; γ 1 and γ 2 are set equal to 1. The decision variables are the PI tuning parameters ExcDev and CompDev. The problem is subject to the following constraints:
A selection of desired data set can be made as in the step I of the previous method. Fig. 5 shows the behaviour of J for the example illustrated in Fig. 3 . Because of its strong irregularity, search methods that use derivative information are not recommended. Moreover, J is non-convex and a global optimization algorithm is needed. In this work, we used a MATLAB ® implementation of DIRECT algorithm (Finkel, 2003) . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Both proposed methodologies and the exception and compression algorithms of the PI System™ are implemented using MATLAB ® v. 5.3. Fig. 6 exhibits results for the first approach on simulation data, and Fig. 7 on some real signals of a laboratorial plant. The points in the figures with label (a) are selected using a graphical input function from MATLAB ® . It is possible to see that most of significant trends of the data were captured. In simulated signals, some peculiar behaviours were inserted like non-minimum phase and underdamping, and compressed data was be able to keep this information. Outliers in the second real signal corroborate the low performance of the compression algorithm in the presence of these disturbances, but it could be removed by some kind of pre-treatment. Fig. 6 . Results of the first approach in simulated signals: (a) raw data with pre-chosen points (red) and (b) after exception (black points) and compression (red points; line is the reconstructed).
CompDev tuning
Tuning by optimization
As shown in Fig. 8 , the second tuning method was able to keep the main characteristics in the tested real signals. This method is more computationally expensive, but in the worst case (third signal, 7000 points, 51 selected) the solution was obtained in 45 s with a Core2Duo processor. This value is dependent on dataset size and the number of selected points. Table 1 aims to compare both proposed methods using real signals from a laboratory plant. Two important compression attributes were evaluated: compression ratio (CR) given by a relation between the number of raw data and the number of recorded data, and reconstruction error (RE) given by a mean squared error between the raw signal and the decompressed signal (linear interpolation of recorded points). Fig. 7 . Results of the first approach in real signals: (a) raw data with pre-chosen points and (b) after exception (black points) and compression (red points; line is the reconstructed).
Based on Table 1 , for the first and second data the the results are similar. The disparities tcan be credited mainly to the fact that ExcDev in the first approach is tuned by hand, while in the second one it is considered during the optimization.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we reviewed the algorithms used in data compression at the PI System™, and proposed two methodologies for the automatic tuning of its parameters, ExcDev and CompDev, the last one present in SDA. The proposed techniques are based in representative points of the signal in a data window. The first approach relies on the SDA operation itself, and the second one on the minimization of an optimization problem. Results showed good performance of but some unforeseen do not allowed it. Such results will be available on the event date.
